Resonate

Lounge Seating

Today’s workforce is drawn to
contemporary environments with
comfortable furnishings that
support the ways they want to
work and interact. Giving people
inviting, well-appointed spaces
that support human connection
helps to keep them engaged, while
versatile, adaptable elements
maximize your investment.

Resonate™ is a collection of modular lounge furnishings
and chairs that support people during those in-between
times when ideas form. The warm, light-scale aesthetic
harmoniously relates to today’s interior landscape—
and workforce. A uniform structure means modular
pieces are easily configured to create lounge spaces
near the work area.

Redefining Structure for
Optimal Comfort and Choice
Offering choice in destinations
for work, collaboration, and social
connection, Resonate supports
employee well-being and optimal
performance. Lounge seating with
structural lofted back cushions
offers comfort for a wide range
of people, and modularity creates
“neighborhoods” that can be
defined and adapted through the
easy, lightweight maneuverability
of each freestanding piece.

Inviting, Contemporary Design
The workplace environment has shifted with employee expectations to
include a variety of work areas that accommodate diverse needs—in
function and materiality. Resonate has an elegant, airy aesthetic that
helps you create inspiring, casual spaces that draw people in and bring
workspaces to life.

Haworth + Gensler
Resonate was created through a Haworth
collaboration with integrated architecture,
design, planning, and consulting firm Gensler,
serving as product design consultant. Haworth’s
international team of designers collaborates
with research and development partners to
create multi-generational products and global
platforms—with regional needs and preferences
in mind.

Flexibility for Change
Resonate’s five modular lounge pieces use a “perfect square” platform
foundation with the same dimensions, making it simple to create variety
of scale and application. Add, relocate, or move pieces together or apart
within a space to accommodate changing needs. The minimalistic, yet
durable wire base design lets you easily configure and reconfigure spaces
for years to come. Lounge and side chairs, designed for easy movement,
offer variety in seating for meeting settings and waiting areas.

Design Choices
Variety of scale, materiality, and
color enable unique combinations
using Resonate’s light-scale
elements and a curated palette
of finishes. Create inviting,
comfortable spaces with the
modular lounge seating, lounge
and side chairs, ottoman, and
table pieces. Choose from a wide
range of upholstery options,
laminates (solids and woodgrains),
and frame paint colors.

Aligning People and Space for
Optimal Performance
Your people, organization, and facilities are at
the center of everything we do. We help create
spaces that solve for your business needs—
resulting in effective people and efficient use
of real estate.
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